Tsunami Bomb Weapon Reported in
New Zealand's Top Newspaper
"Top-secret wartime experiments were conducted off the coast of Auckland to perfect
a tidal wave bomb, declassified files reveal. An Auckland University professor
seconded to the Army set off a series of underwater explosions triggering mini-tidal
waves at Whangaparaoa in 1944 and 1945. Details of the tsunami bomb, known as
Project Seal, are contained in 53-year-old documents released by the Ministry of
Foreign
Affairs
and
Trade."
-- From article in the New Zealand Herald (New Zealand's leading newspaper), 9/25/1999
Dear friends,
A declassified government report (96 MB file) featured in the newspaper article below shows that a
tsunami bomb was created as a potential weapon during WWII in a program code-named Project
Seal. There is little doubt that this tsunami weapon was further developed and refined over the
ensuing decades, though all documents related to current developments of the project are almost
certainly still classified. Though it may seem far-fetched to imagine military involvement, these
documents and reports raise serious questions about the recent tsunami in Japan and the
December 26, 2004 tsunami in Indonesia.
The many layers of intense secrecy both in the government and military result in very few people
being aware of the gruesome capabilities for death and destruction that have been developed over
the years. Were it not for the below article in New Zealand's leading newspaper, the public would
never have known that a tsunami bomb had been created many decades ago. No one denies that
highly destructive weapons are being developed in secret by the militaries of the world. What the
public doesn't know is what these weapons are, and what they are being used for. All of this is
generally classified for reasons of "national security."
Sadly, the rubric of "national security" has all too often been used for secret political and economic
gains which clearly do not benefit the public. Operation Northwoods, uncovered by ABC News in the
year 2000, showed that the top Pentagon generals were willing to foment terrorism and sacrifice
innocent civilians in order to provoke a war with Cuba in the early 1960s. Credible researchers into
the government's HAARP program are convinced that this technology which manipulates our
ionosphere is being used for military means and can even cause natural disasters like earthquakes.
Because of this, we have to ask the hard questions.
It is unprecedented in recorded history for two major tidal waves to occur less than seven
years apart. See brief descriptions of the 10 most destructive tsunamis in recorded history at this link.
For four intriguing theories on what might have caused the Japanese earthquake (including one which
predicted the date), click here. Theory two seems ridiculous, but the other three are worth
considering. The fourth theory is based on HAARP and has some good information about that
possibility.
Few people are aware of the secret societies composed of some of the world's wealthiest and most
powerful people. Read the major media reports on this key topic at this link. Many serious
researchers, including myself, suspect that factions of the power elite want to keep us in fear and
even to promote a 2012 armageddon scenario for their own benefit. For more on this,click here. In
order to avoid further unnecessary wars and destruction, let us all educate ourselves on these
important matters and work towards greater transparency and cooperation between all good
people who share our world.
With
best
Fred
Burks for PEERS and
the WantToKnow.info
Former language interpreter for Presidents Bush and Clinton

wishes,
Team

Note: See the excellent "What you can do" box below this article for how you can make a difference.
If each of us does our part to transform the part of life within our reach, we can build a better world for
all of us.

Tsunami bomb - NZ's devastating war secret
September
By Eugene Bingham

25,

1999

[Original article available on New Zealand Herald website at this link]

Top-secret wartime experiments were conducted off the coast of Auckland to perfect
a tidal wave bomb, declassified files reveal.
An Auckland University professor seconded to the Army set off a series of underwater
explosions triggering mini-tidal waves at Whangaparaoa in 1944 and 1945.
Professor Thomas Leech's work was considered so significant that United States defence
chiefs said that if the project had been completed before the end of the war it could
have played a role as effective as that of the atom bomb.
Details of the tsunami bomb, known as Project Seal, are contained in 53-yearold documents released by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
Papers stamped "top secret" show the US and British military were eager for Seal to be
developed in the post-war years too. They even considered sending Professor Leech to
Bikini Atoll to view the US nuclear tests and see if they had any application to his work.
He did not make the visit, although a member of the US board of assessors of atomic tests,
Dr Karl Compton, was sent to New Zealand.
"Dr Compton is impressed with Professor Leech's deductions on the Seal project and is
prepared to recommend to the Joint Chiefs of Staff that all technical data from the test
relevant to the Seal project should be made available to the New Zealand Government for
further study by Professor Leech," said a July 1946 letter from Washington to Wellington.
Professor Leech, who died in his native Australia in 1973, was the university's dean of
engineering from 1940 to 1950.
News of his being awarded a CBE ["Commander of the Order of the British Empire", a grade
in the Order of the British Empire] in 1947 for research on a weapon led to speculation in
newspapers around the world about what was being developed.
Though high-ranking New Zealand and US officers spoke out in support of the research, no
details of it were released because the work was on-going.
A former colleague of Professor Leech, Neil Kirton, told the Weekend Herald that the
experiments involved laying a pattern of explosives underwater to create a tsunami.
Small-scale explosions were carried out in the Pacific and off Whangaparaoa, which at the
time was controlled by the Army.
It is unclear what happened to Project Seal once the final report was forwarded to Wellington
Defence Headquarters late in the 1940s.
The bomb was never tested on a full scale, and Mr Kirton doubts that Aucklanders would
have noticed the trials.
"Whether it could ever be resurrected ... Under some circumstances I think it could be
devastating."
http://www.wanttoknow.info/050307tsunamibombweapon

What you can do:
 Read other powerful, reliable major media articles on secret military weapons at this link.


Inform your media and political representatives of this critical information on top secret lethal
weapons. To contact those close to you, click here. Urge them bring this information to light and
allow public dialog on the topic of weather control and electromagnetic weapons.



To read excellent, well researched articles by top researchers in the field of HAARP,
electromagnetic warfare and secret weapons, click here, here, here, here, and here.



Learn about the intriguing history and development of controversial behavior modification
programs in this excellent two-page summary. Footnotes and links to reliable sources are
provided for verification purposes.



Explore inspiring ideas on how we can build a brighter future in this short essay.



Spread this news to your friends and colleagues, and bookmark this article on key news websites
using the "Share This" icon on this page, so that we can fill the role at which the major media is
sadly failing. Together, we can make a difference.
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By Eugene Bingham
Top-secret wartime experiments were conducted off the coast of Auckland to perfect a tidal wave bomb,
declassified files reveal.
An Auckland University professor seconded to the Army set off a series of underwater explosions triggering
mini-tidal waves at Whangaparaoa in 1944 and 1945.
Professor Thomas Leech's work was considered so significant that United States defence chiefs said that if
the project had been completed before the end of the war it could have played a role as effective as that of the
atom bomb.
Details of the tsunami bomb, known as Project Seal, are contained in 53-year-old documents released by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
Papers stamped "top secret" show the US and British military were eager for Seal to be developed in the postwar years too. They even considered sending Professor Leech to Bikini Atoll to view the US nuclear tests and
see if they had any application to his work.
He did not make the visit, although a member of the US board of assessors of atomic tests, Dr Karl Compton,
was sent to New Zealand.
"Dr Compton is impressed with Professor Leech's deductions on the Seal project and is prepared to
recommend to the Joint Chiefs of Staff that all technical data from the test relevant to the Seal project should
be made available to the New Zealand Government for further study by Professor Leech," said a July 1946
letter from Washington to Wellington.
Professor Leech, who died in his native Australia in 1973, was the university's dean of engineering from 1940
to 1950.
News of his being awarded a CBE in 1947 for research on a weapon led to speculation in newspapers around
the world about what was being developed.
Though high-ranking New Zealand and US officers spoke out in support of the research, no details of it were
released because the work was on-going.
A former colleague of Professor Leech, Neil Kirton, told the Weekend Herald that the experiments involved
laying a pattern of explosives underwater to create a tsunami.
Small-scale explosions were carried out in the Pacific and off Whangaparaoa, which at the time was controlled
by the Army.
It is unclear what happened to Project Seal once the final report was forwarded to Wellington Defence
Headquarters late in the 1940s.

The bomb was never tested on a full scale, and Mr Kirton doubts that Aucklanders would have noticed the
trials.
"Whether it could ever be resurrected ... Under some circumstances I think it could be devastating."
By Eugene Bingham | Email Eugene
Be part of the news. Send pics, video and tips to
nzherald.http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=1...
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Operation Northwoods
Information Center
Follow the links provided below to declassified Pentagon documents and an
ABC News article on Operation Northwoods. Approved by the top Pentagon
chiefs, Operation Northwoods proposed fabricating terrorism in US cities and
killing innocent citizens to trick the public into supporting a war against Cuba
in the early 1960s. Operation Northwoods even proposed blowing up a US ship
and hijacking planes as a false pretext for war. First coming to light in the year
2000 through a Freedom of Information Act request, key excerpts from the
Operation Northwoods documents are provided below.

Operation Northwoods on the ABC News website:
http://abcnews.go.com/US/story?id=92662

15 pages of declassified Joint Chiefs of Staff
documents on Operation Northwoods
as posted on the National Security Archive
of George Washington University:
http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/news/20010430

Instructions on how to access 181 pages of
declassified documents from Operation Northwoods
on the official website of the
US National Archives and Records Administration:
http://www.WantToKnow.info/operationnorthwoods

Key quotes from Operation Northwoods documents
The Operation Northwoods documents were approved in writing by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff – the top generals of each branch of the US armed forces – and
submitted to the Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara. The only reason they
weren't implemented is that the Kennedy administration rejected the plans.
Below are key passages quoted directly from the Operation Northwoods
documents. Page numbers are listed to assist in finding the quotes on the
original documents. As you read, ask yourslef if similar tactics to those listed
below could have been used in regards to 9/11.

Page 1 of 15-page GWU file on Operation Northwoods (Memorandum)
(View original file at the link above at the bottom of the page. Note that this is a .pdf
file requiring the free Adobe Acrobat Reader)
13 March 1962
MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Subject: Justification for US Military Intervention in Cuba
The Joint Chiefs of Staff have considered the attached Memorandum for the Chief of
Operations, Cuba Project, which responds to a request of that office for brief but
precise description of pretexts which could provide justification for US military
intervention in Cuba.
It is assumed that a single agency will be given the primary responsibility for
developing military and para-military aspects of the basic plan. It is recommended
that this responsibility for both overt and covert military operations be assigned the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Page 5 of 15-page GWU file on Operation Northwoods (page 2 of
Pentagon report)
The suggested courses of action ... are based on the premise that US military
intervention will result from a period of heightened US-Cuban tensions which place
the United States in the position of suffering justifiable grievances. World opinion,
and the United Nations forum should be favorably affected by developing the
international image of the Cuban government as rash and irresponsible, and as an
alarming and unpredictable threat to the peace of the Western Hemisphere.

Page 8 of 15-page GWU file on Operation Northwoods (page 5 of
Pentagon report)

This plan ... should be developed to focus all efforts on a specific ultimate objective
which would provide adequate justification for US military intervention. Such a plan
would enable a logical build-up of incidents to be combined with other seemingly
unrelated events to camouflage the ultimate objective.

Pages 10-11 of 15-page GWU file on Northwoods (page 7-8 of Joint Chiefs
report)
A series of well coordinated incidents will be planned to take place in and around
Guantanamo to give genuine appearance of being done by hostile Cuban forces.
A. Incidents to establish a credible attack:
(1) Start
rumors
(many).
Use
clandestine
radio.
Land friendly Cubans in uniform “over-the-fence” to stage attack on base.
(3) Capture
Cuban
(friendly)
saboteurs
inside
the
base.
(4) Start
riots
near
the
base main
gate (friendly Cubans).
(5) Blow
up
ammunition
inside
the
base:
start
fires.
(6) Burn
aircraft
on
air
base
(sabotage).
(7) Lob
mortar
shells
from
outside
of
base
into
base.
(8) Capture assault teams approaching from the sea or vicinity of Guantanamo
City.
(9) Capture
militia
group
which
storms
base.
(10) Sabotage
ship
in
harbor;
large
fires
–
naphthalene.
(11) Sink ship near harbor entrance. Conduct funerals for mock-victims.
(2)

A “Remember the Maine” incident could be arranged: We could blow up a US ship in
Guantanamo Bay and blame Cuba. Casualty lists in US newspapers would cause a
helpful wave of national indignation.
We could develop a Communist Cuban terror campaign in the Miami area, in other
Florida cities and even in Washington.

Page 12 of 15-page GWU file on Operation Northwoods (page 9 of
Pentagon report)
Use of MIG type aircraft by US pilots could provide additional provocation.
Harassment of civil air, attacks on surface shipping and destruction of US military
drone aircraft by MIG type planes would be useful as complementary actions.
Reasonable copies of the MIG could be produced from US resources in about three
months.

Page 13 of 15-page GWU file on Operation Northwoods (page 10 of
Pentagon report)
Hijacking attempts against civil air and surface craft should appear to continue as
harassing measures condoned by the government of Cuba.
It is possible to create an incident which will demonstrate convincingly that a Cuban
aircraft has attacked and shot down a chartered civil airliner enroute from the United
States. The destination would be chosen only to cause the flight plan to cross Cuba.
The passengers could be a group of college students off on a holiday.
An aircraft at Eglin AFB would be painted and numbered as an exact duplicate for a
civil registered aircraft belonging to a CIA proprietary organization in the Miami area.
At the designated time the duplicate would be substituted for the actual civil aircraft
and would be loaded with selected passengers, all boarded under carefully prepared
aliases. The actual aircraft would be converted to a drone.
The drone aircraft and the actual aircraft will be scheduled to allow a rendezvous
south of Florida. From the rendezvous point the passenger-carrying aircraft will
descend to minimum altitude and go directly into an auxiliary field at Eglin AFB where

arrangements will have been made to evacuate the passengers and return the
aircraft to its original status. The drone aircraft meanwhile will continue to fly the filed
flight plan. When over Cuba the drone will be transmitting on the international
distress frequency a “MAY DAY” message stating he is under attack by Cuban MIG
aircraft. The transmission will be interrupted by destruction of the aircraft which will
be triggered by radio signal.

What We Can Do
Remember that many government and military leaders think of this like a chess
game. Sometimes you have to sacrifice your own pieces in order to win the
game. Zbigniew Brzezinski, former U.S. National Security Advisor and co-founder of
the Trilateral Commission, titled his 1998 book The Grand Chessboard: American
Primacy and Its Geostrategic Imperatives. In this seminal book on American foreign
policy, Brzezinksi states that because of popular resistance to U.S. military
expansionism, his ambitious strategy for "American global primacy" can’t be
implemented "except in the circumstance of a truly massive and widely perceived
direct external threat." (The Grand Chessboard, page 211).
Consider also that in September 2000, a think-tank named Project for the New
American Century (PNAC) published a blueprint for maintaining global U.S.
preeminence and shaping the international security order in line with American
interests. Written before the 2000 Presidential election, this revealing report was
commissioned by future Vice President Cheney, Defense Secretary Rumsfeld,
Deputy Defense Secretary Wolfowitz, and Florida Governor Jeb Bush. The report
shows that the Bush administration intended to take military control of Persian Gulf
oil whether or not Saddam Hussein was in power. [See article in Sunday Herald,
9/7/02 or click here to download the report – Rebuilding America's Defenses]
Considering the above information, is it beyond comprehension that tactics similar to
Operation Northwoods might have been used in relation to the 9/11 attacks in order
to create "a truly massive and widely perceived direct external threat?" Could 9/11
have been the pretext upon which to build a War on Terror in order to
"maintain global US preeminence?" Might the 9/11 attacks have been allowed to
happen, or even facilitated and manipulated by elements of the U.S. government and
military?
We invite you to explore a two-page summary of easily verifiable facts with links
direct to major media sources which suggest a major 9/11 cover-up by clicking here.
The highly revealing documentary "9/11: Press for Truth" also explores the above
facts and much more. For additional empowering information on these and other
reliable resources on the 9/11 cover-up, visit our 9/11 Information Center. We draw
no firm conclusions in the resources we provide. We present reliable, easily verifiable
facts and information with minimum interpretation, inviting you to draw your own
conclusions.
We invite you now to join in making a difference in our world. By spreading this
information far and wide, we can help many others to wake up to what is happening.
Together, we can build the critical mass necessary to strengthen democracy, and to
change this world for the better. We thank you for caring enough to explore this vital
information. May we find empowering ways to work together to build a brighter
future for us all.
http://www.wanttoknow.info/010501operationnorthwoods
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HAARP: Secret Weapon Used For
Weather Modification, Electromagnetic
Warfare
"It isn't just conspiracy theorists who are concerned about HAARP. The European
Union called the project a global concern and passed a resolution calling for more
information on its health and environmental risks. Despite those concerns, officials at
HAARP insist the project is nothing more sinister than a radio science research
facility."
-- Quote from a documentary on HAARP by Canada's public broadcasting network CBC.

Dedicated with caring and compassion to the many who suffered and died in the massive
earthquakes in Japan and Haiti, and in the Indonesian tsunami and Hurricane Katrina.
Dear friends,
HAARP (High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program) is a little-known, yet
critically important U.S. military defense program which has generated quite a bit of
controversy over the years in certain circles. Though denied by HAARP officials, some
respected researchers allege that secret electromagnetic warfare capabilities of HAARP are
designed to forward the US military's stated goal of achieving full-spectrum dominance by the
year 2020. Others go so far as to claim that HAARP can and has been used for weather
modification, to cause earthquakes and tsunamis, to disrupt global communications systems,
and more.
Major aspects of the program are kept secret for alleged reasons of "national security." Yet
there is no doubt that HAARP and electromagnetic weapons capable of being used in warfare
do exist. According to the officialHAARP website, "HAARP is a scientific endeavor aimed at
studying the properties and behavior of the ionosphere, with particular emphasis on being
able to understand and use it to enhance communications and surveillance systems for both
civilian and defense purposes." The ionosphere is the delicate upper layer of our atmosphere
which ranges from about 30 miles (50 km) to 600 miles (1,000 km) above the Earth's surface.
The HAARP website acknowledges that experiments are conducted which use
electromagnetic frequencies to fire pulsed, directed energy beams in order to "temporarily
excite a limited area of the ionosphere." Some scientists state that purposefully
disturbing this sensitive layer could have major and even disastrous
consequences. Concerned HAARP researchers like Dr. Michel Chossudovsky of the
University of Ottawa and Alaska's Dr. Nick Begich (son of a US Congressman) present
evidence suggesting that these disturbances can even cause tsunamis and earthquakes.
Two key major media documentaries, one by Canada's public broadcasting network CBC and
the other by the History Channel, reveal the inner workings of HAARP in a most powerful
way. The very well researched CBC documentary includes this key quote:
"It isn't just conspiracy theorists who are concerned about HAARP. In January of 1999, the
European Union called the project a global concern and passed a resolution calling for more
information on its health and environmental risks. Despite those concerns, officials at HAARP
insist the project is nothing more sinister than a radio science research facility."

To view the European Union (EU) document which brings HAARP and
similar electromagnetic weapons into question, click here. The actual wording at bullet point
24 in this telling document states that the EU "considers HAARP by virtue of its far-reaching
impact on the environment to be a global concern and calls for its legal, ecological and ethical
implications to be examined by an international independent body before any further research
and testing." This reveling document further states that the EU regrets the repeated refusal of
the U.S. government to send anyone to give evidence on HAARP.
To watch this engaging 15-minute CBC documentary online, click here. For an even
more detailed and revealing 45-minute History Channel documentary on HAARP and
other secret weapons used for electromagnetic warfare, click here. Below are two
quotes from the History Channel documentary:
"Electromagnetic weapons ... pack an invisible wallop hundreds of times more powerful than
the electrical current in a lightning bolt. One can blast enemy missiles out of the sky, another
could be used to blind soldiers on the battlefield, still another to control an unruly crowd by
burning the surface of their skin. If detonated over a large city, an electromagnetic weapon
could destroy all electronics in seconds. They all use directed energy to create a powerful
electromagnetic pulse."
"Directed energy is such a powerful technology it could be used to heat the ionosphere to turn
weather into a weapon of war. Imagine using a flood to destroy a city or tornadoes to
decimate an approaching army in the desert. The military has spent a huge amount of time on
weather modification as a concept for battle environments. If an electromagnetic pulse went
off over a city, basically all the electronic things in your home would wink and go out, and they
would be permanently destroyed."
For those who still doubt that such devastating secret weapons have been developed, here is
an intriguing quote from an article in New Zealand's leading newspaper, the New Zealand
Herald:
"Top-secret wartime experiments were conducted off the coast of Auckland to perfect a tidal
wave bomb, declassified files reveal. United States defence chiefs said that if the project had
been completed before the end of the war, it could have played a role as effective as that of
the atom bomb. Details of the tsunami bomb, known as Project Seal, are contained in 53year-old documents released by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade."
If the military secretly developed a weapon which could cause a tsunami over half a
century ago, what kind of advanced deadly weapons might be available now? And why
is it that the general public still doesn't know about secret weapons developed over 50 years
ago? To understand why the media isn't covering these highly critical issues, click here.
Clearly the military has the capability to cause a tsunami and likely to cause earthquakes and
hurricanes, as well. It's time for us to take action to spread the word on this vital topic.
Having interpreted to for top generals in my work as a language interpreter with the US
Department of State, I learned that military planners are always interested in developing the
most devastating weapons possible. Yet these weapons are kept secret as long as possible,
allegedly for reasons of national security. The many layers of intense secrecy both in the
military and government result in very few people being aware of the gruesome capabilities

for death and destruction that have been developed over the years. There are many
examples of major defense projects kept successfully out of the public's eyes for years and
even decades.
The massive Manhattan Project (development of the first atomic bomb) is one such example.
The building of an entire city to support the project in Oak Ridge, Tennessee was successfully
kept secret even from the state's governor. The stealth bomber was kept top secret for many
years, and the public still has no way of knowing it's full capabilities. It is through the use of
the highly organized military and intelligence services that the power elite of our world,
working in cooperation with key allies in government and corporate ownership of the media,
are able to carry out major cover-ups and secret operations like those involved with HAARP.
Some researchers have raised questions about the possible involvement of HAARP in major
disasters like the earthquake in Haiti, Indonesian tsunami, and hurricane Katrina. Could
these have been HAARP experiments gone awry? Might they even have been caused by
rogue elements which gained control of this devastating technology. Of course disasters like
this happen regularly on a natural basis, yet if you begin to research, there is some high
strangeness around some of these disasters. The evidence is inconclusive, yet with the
known and unknown major destructive capabilities of this weapon, serious questions remain.
Jesse Ventura, the former Navy Seal who turned pro wrestler only to then become governor
of Minnesota, has also done a special on HAARP that is a bit sensationalized, yet contains
useful information. You can watch this special on YouTube at this link. For many other ideas
and suggestion on how you can further educate yourself and what you can do to help
inform others about this secret program and make a difference in our world, see the
box below. And to bring this matter home, let us also look at where each of us are keeping
secrets in ways that can end up harming those around us. Thanks for caring.
With
very
Fred Burks for the WantToKnow.info team

best

wishes,

http://www.wanttoknow.info/war/haarp_weather_modification_electroma...

What you can do:
 Read other powerful, reliable major media articles on nonlethal beam weapons at this
link.


Inform your media and political representatives of this critical information on top secret
lethal weapons. To contact those close to you, click here. Urge them bring this
information to light and allow public dialog on the topic of weather control and
electromagnetic weapons.



To read excellent, well researched articles by top researchers in the field of HAARP,
electromagnetic warfare and secret weapons, click here, here, here, and here.



Learn about the intriguing history and development of controversial behavior modification
programs in this excellent two-page summary. Footnotes and links to reliable sources
are provided for verification purposes.



Explore inspiring ideas on how we can build a brighter future in this short essay.



Spread this news to your friends and colleagues, and bookmark this article on key news
websites using the "Share This" icon on this page, so that we can fill the role at which the
major media is sadly failing. Together, we can make a difference.

